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Meta self-portrait, 2022 
digital drawing, digital collage
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Biography

Alfred Stoll was born on 17/07/1993 to a family of ethnic Germans in Kazakhstan. 
Soon after the disintegration of the Soviet Union, his family moved to Russia, first 
to Siberia and then to the South of Russia, to a small town in the Caspian lowland. 
There he went to school and got his first art education. His degree he got a 
bachelor of Architecture at the State University of Architecture and Civil 
Engineering in Astrakhan. There he went to school and got his first art education. 
His degree he got a bachelor of Architecture at the State University of 
Architecture and Civil Engineering in Astrakhan.

After finishing his studies he moved to St. Petersburg. A year later, his family and 
he decided to move to Germany through a program supporting repatriates. Since 
2017 he has been living in Bavaria, participates in integration programmes for 
immigrants and creates his art. Alfred Stoll is an artist's name that Aleksej Gluhov 
chose shortly before moving to Germany.

In August 2021, his first exhibition took place at the Rote Galerie, which lasted 
40 days and was reported in the Nürnberger Zeitung and Curt Magazin.  Also 
this summer he gave the Spanish-Algerian art magazine Al-Tiba9 Art Magazine 
about his art and how he sees and feels the world.

Artist statement

In the art community and his works, Alfred Stoll is interested in topics such as the 
influence of digital approaches and techniques on contemporary art and on the artist, 
determining the artistic value and importance of digital art today, defining the artist's 
role in the creation of digital art in the future and metamodernism in art.

In his works, Alfred Stoll doesn’t use the digital environment as analog instruments, such 
as a brush and a canvas. The process of creation lies in a combination of techniques: 
Invert colors, double exposure, distortion, multiple overlay, stylization, motion, video 
collage, AR and MR, 3D modeling, as well as digital drawing und painting, which differs 
greatly to the usual artistic techniques, not having basic methodology of use and 
implementation, they require a different approach and often resemble an alchemical 
experiment. His digital laboratory fits into his smartphone and laptop, always with him, 
easy to use and doesn't require anything from him besides his interest in digital 
experimentation.

The main art direction Alfred Stoll creates in is metamodernism. The idea of new 
sincerity, tenderness, sensuality, artistic freedom and post irony doesn't only resonate 
with him but gives him inspiration. His artworks are a condensation of his personal 
experience and a compilation of the global stream of information reimagining of meta-
narratives due to mental oscillation between two chosen polarities, as well as the search 
of his own and social boundaries.
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Rome's Mom, 2021 
digital drawing, digital collage

Rome's Mom, 2021 
a fragment  

David, 2020 
digital drawing

The Shield, 2020 
digital drawing, digital painting

Digital Upcycling. A new time requires a new art. And art is always a reflection of an 
epoch, an imprint of the culture of a particular time. And if we look at today's public, 
contemporary art must be well balanced against digital technologies. A couple of 
themes emerge from this in the context of contemporary art. The first is that classical 
art has become less important in the age of gadgets and global digitalization. And the 
second hotly debated topic is the creation of something new in the digital space from 
what, what already exists.
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Twins, 2021
digital drawing, video painting, video collage 

Tzadik, 2022 
digital drawing, digital collage, digital painting

Mixing the traditional and the modern, the boundaries blur and sometimes disappear, 
which contributes to the popularization of art among the masses and gives a fresh air 
to old works of art. For Alfred Stoll, there are no categories of elite or vulgar art. The 
truth is always somewhere in between. Many of his works are an aesthetic experiment, 
implying mixing the generally accepted "high" and "low" forms into one whole, and the 
high importance of overvalued works of art decreases and the value of undervalued 
ones increases. Alfred Stoll would call it a metamodern balance, where there is neither 
black nor white, but only fluctuations between them.
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Alexanderplatz, 2020 
digital drawing

Leaning Tower of Pisa, 2020 
digital drawing

Lorenzkirche, 2020 
digital drawing, digital collage

The search for truth through the creation of atmosphere.  In a digital art collection "Сities and people" 
the dialogue between the atmosphere of the place and the person is shown. In order to understand 
the truth, the metamodern individual not only conducts a constant internal and external dialogue, but 
also co-creates through the creation of "atmospheres" of his reality. Atmosphere refers to nonverbal 
communication with an object based on experiencing feelings and ideas prior to their understanding in 
a shared reality for both the subject and the object of perception, and has an ideational character as it 
is experienced by the essence of the subject itself, which is also physically intangible, contributing to 
the realization of communicative unity with truth. 
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Intention, 2021 
digital collage, digital painting

A favorite, 2020 
digital collage, digital painting

As an example of "atmosphere," the German philosopher Gernot 
Böhme cites architecture's ability to actively influence the viewer. "It is 
not the forms themselves that act on the beholder, but the atmosphere 
created through their combination." However, not only architecture or 
work of art has an individual atmosphere, but also any other perceived 
object, including people.
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The Meta Ecstasy of Teresa, 2021 
digital collage, digital painting

Space point, 2021 
digital collage, digital painting
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Stained glass, 2021
digital collage, digital painting

Pomegranate seeds, 2020 
digital collage, digital painting

Attention! Restoration, 2020 
digital painting, digital collage

Mosaic from culture shards. Modern artists are increasingly using fragments of the past culture, refracting their 
own individuality through them, thereby reflecting the present and letting a ray of light into the future. These 
shards are artistic styles, images, techniques, and devices from the past. And the purpose of using these fragments 
is to create a beautiful mosaic celebrating the beauty and excellence of what was created earlier, with gratitude 
and respect for the style and material. In the collection "Mosaic" or "The New Antiquity" Alfred Stoll unconsciously 
adhered to this concept, randomly mixing styles, images, and techniques of the past, while trying to go beyond 
convention and rethink the treasures lying in the dustbin of history. Before creating something new, look around, 
and you will realize that you are standing on the top of a thousand-year-old mountain of fragments of culture that 
require faceting for a long time.
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She, 2020
a fragment

She, 2020
digital painting

Intimacy, 2020
digital painting

The red planet 2020 
digital painting

The very moment when ... , 2020
digital painting

Alfred Stoll's digital painting consists of mixing images from free photo stocks by overlapping, 
stylizing and inverting the images. It is an uncontrolled process of mixing everything at hand until 
interesting images and complex textures emerge, which are already deliberately completed by 
the necessary actions. It is very similar to painting, only instead of paints, Alfred Stol uses digital 
trash, which he combines until something new and interesting is obtained. When creating works 
on a small phone screen, it is probably difficult to imagine that in the real world, they are best 
perceived in large formats from one meter to two meters.
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An abstract future, 2020 
Art series of digital paintings

What is beyond the horizon? The active popularization of art in society has led to the emergence of a large number of new artists working 
both in the classical genre and with new experimental approaches and techniques. But at the same time, scepticism and snobbery have 
increased both in the artistic environment and among the audience. Interest in art has grown the same way the question "What is art?" 
has. In my works, Alfred Stoll strives to exclude the element of seriousness, both in the topic and in the technique of creation, using post 
irony, freedom of expression, from bright colors to a combination of incompatible, openness to taboo topics and rethinking 
metanarratives - rejection of past stereotypes and a movement toward cultural plurality, a movement toward the future.

F U T U R E
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Caves Onara, 2021
fragments from the animated short film

Caves Onara - a short animated film
about a cult of something in the caves
of the planet Onara.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0AfwvzLZJ94&t=5s&ab_channel=StollGallery


Russian decadence, 2022
Art series of digital video paintings and video 
collages

The sun, 2022
digital painting and drawing

)

Sketching simple lines with the index finger. This has its own 
charm, similar to one of the primitive drawings on the walls of 
caves. Only instead of walls, it is an endless digital canvas.  
Interestingly, Alfred Stoll only considers the drawing done when 
he is completely satisfied and delighted with it, and the last thing 
he draws in his works is the same red point that often appears in 
his paintings. For him, this is a kind of "assemblage point" or 
"finishing touch" at work.
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